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A. Problems
Only one of the two special priority tapes requested for the Luverne,
6/13/79 overpasses could be processed, thereby preventing any thermal inertial
study at Luverne.
B. Accomolishments
Computer compatible tapes (CCT's) received in late February aad early
March are currently being audited prior to processing. Donald Wiesnet presented
a summary of accomplishments at the HET meeting in Ispra, Italy during 3 /22-25/80.
C. Significant Results
NONE
D. Publications
NONE
E. Recommendations
The effort expended by Locke Stuart and Ralph Peterson regarding tape and
imagery delays has finally proved successful. Their deligence, perserverence and
tenacity are commendable and must be continued if the HCHM program is to produce
tangible results.
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F. Funds Expended to Date
f	 2_	 Balance o Funds	 .0 K
Spent this period	 0.0
Funds remaining	 2.0 K
G. Data Utility
Fourteen CCT's have been ordered; 20 have been received including several
1
that had been ordered as early as 6/21 /79. Images are now being received once
Ior twice weekly. Quality of images remains unchanged (i.e., poor to fair).
B. Future Plans
The soil moisture gauge is being repaired and will hopefully be reinstalled
during ;fay. Work on the 6/13/79 Luverne data will be initiated. Copper and Potomac
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2River tidal fluctuations studies shuu:d be completed as they do not require thermal
inertia of differencing technique application.
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